New Franken Sportsman’s Club Inc.
Rifle Range Rules
In addition to the basic rules of safe gun handling, the following safety and operational policies are in
effect at NFSC. These rules are in place to help eliminate firearm accidents and should be strictly
obeyed. Any person may be removed from the range for violating any range rule.
1) Treat every firearm as if it was loaded and muzzles must point down range or in a safe
direction when uncased or unholstered.
2) All uncased or unholstered firearms must be unloaded with the action open when off the firing
line. Load your firearm only while on the firing line during active firing periods.
3) Wear eye and ear protection during all firing periods while on or near the firing line.
4) All members are asked to cooperate with each other and allow reasonable periods of shooting
and target inspection. Before going downrange to check or change targets, make absolutely
sure the entire firing line ceases fire and makes their firearms safe and empty. Do not handle a
firearm when anyone is down range.
5) Any person found to be shooting anything other than approved targets will be held financially
and criminally responsible and will be reported to the proper authorities for the appropriate
action. Approved targets are as follows:
a. paper targets or silhouettes placed in front of berms
b. metallic silhouette targets and practice swingers placed in front of berms- for use by
pistol shooters firing straight case pistol calibers only
No bottles, cans, jugs, empty shells or cartridges, rocks, blocks, or trash of any kind. All targets
must be placed in front of berms only. The use of tannerite or any exploding targets is
prohibited.
6) No clay bird, aerial or cross shooting.
7) Full auto and .50BMG use is prohibited. No uncontrolled rapid fire. Exploding, armor piercing,
tracer and incendiary ammunition are prohibited on the range.
8) Mining of lead from the backstops is prohibited and is considered theft of Club property.
9) Do not leave brass or trash on the range. Pick it up and place it in the appropriate containers.
10) Use of alcohol or controlled substances is prohibited while using the range.
If you observe an unsafe situation, immediately call for an emergency cease fire. Immediately comply
with any emergency cease fire. Every member is considered a Range Safety Officer and has the
personal responsibility to help ensure that every round fired stops safely on this range.
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